2009 Ferrari 430 Scuderia - FERRARI 16M
SCUDERIA // GRIGIO SILVERSTONE // CARBON
FIBRE PACK // FACTORY STRIPE
FERRARI 16M SCUDERIA // GRIGIO SILVERSTONE // CARBON FIBRE PACK // FACTORY STRIPE

Verkauft
Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Getriebe

Lenkung
2009
18 465 mi /
29 717 km

2

Anzahl der Türen

2

Antrieb

Innenfarbe
Zustand

Rot
Gebraucht

Standort

Automatik

Zahl der Sitze

Leistung

Links

503 BHP / 510 PS
/ 376 kW
Zweirad

Kraftstoff
Außenfarbe
Automobiltyp
Markenfarbe außen

Benzin
Silber
Cabriolet /
Roadster
Grigio Silverstone

Elektrische Fensterheber
Klimaanlage

Ja
Ja

Beschreibung
FOR SALE; FERRARI 16M SCUDERIA // GRIGIO SILVERSTONE // CARBON FIBRE PACK // FACTORY
STRIPE
EQUIPMENT
Factory Italian racing stripe, Carbon exterior pack, Carbon racing seats, Carbon interior pack, Red
alcantara dash, Red alcantara seats with black insert, Yellow brake calipers, Carbon ceramic brakes,
F1 semi-automatic gearbox, Bluetooth, JBL speakers, Electric hood
EXTERIOR
The spider variant of the Scuderia has aged very well, it’s dramatic and athletic design is truly
outstanding in Grigio Silverstone with no evident chips or marks it still presents with a magnificent
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glow.
Offsetting the paintwork there are a number of considered styling additions with a factory racing
stripe, liberal use of carbon fibre to both rear diffuser and the rear grille surround sporting a
prominent 16 World Championships badge. The carbon offset continues with the roll hoops, which do
well not to interrupt the roof line, mirrors and even the inside of the headlights treated to the weave.
The glass rear engine cover is scratch and craze free, an open window into the 503hp masterpiece.
INTERIOR
The exotica continues aboard this beautifully appointed cabin with swathes of carbon fibre elegantly
draped with premium red alcantara to brings a sense of warmth and luxury to the performance
orientated space. The carbon racing seats are the perfect balance of style and substance whilst still
proving supreme support and showing minimal signs of wear.
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
Powered by the same 503bhp version of the 4.3-litre V8 found in the Scuderia, there has been an
extra tweak in the form of redesigned pistons with 80 per cent of the engine’s torque now available
from just 3000rpm.
Beautifully presented in a nest of carbon fibre, the sound of this V8 is entirely unique once the
resonators in the intake manifold are switched – totally intense and a very special experience with
the top down.
WHEELS, TYRES & BRAKES
The lightweight 19″ satin grey alloys are in perfect cosmetic condition, providing a subtle but defined
contrast from the coachwork above.
The ceramic brakes are just incredible on this 16M, immediate bite and total confidence stop after
stop, emphasised further by the matching Michelin Pilot Sport tyres.
HISTORY FILE
This fantastic Scuderia Spider spent most of its life in Dubai before being exported to the UK by its
current owner in 2018. Throughout its life this 16M has enjoyed ongoing support from the main
dealer network on 7 occasions to date.
Service History:
2,300km – Al-Tayer Motors – 20/02/2011
16,820km – Al-Tayer Motors – 19/09/2012
21,685km – Al-Tayer Motors – 20/10/2013
23,967km – Al-Tayer Motors – 23/11/2014
27,903km – Al-Tayer Motors – 24/11/2015
29,183km – Al-Tayer Motors – 07/22/2016
29,352km – Graypaul Nottingham – 09/10/2018
This vehicle is also presented with its original service book, presentation pack and 2 keys.
The manettino is again the focus of the driver with settings to transform the bite and feel of 500hp
transmitted to the road. Pleasingly the carbon fibre door cards and entry sills retain a deep lacquer
free of scratching or marks whilst the switch gear remains tidy and clear. The electric hood functions
quickly and smoothly with no tears or marks.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
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ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
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